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Full 3D Topology Optimization

A. Points to Consider

• The full volume of the original structure is used to determine the main load

paths required by the loading scenarios evaluated.

• The base plates and the overhang tube are not part of the optimization.

• The design space volume is meshed with 8mm hexahedron elements, which

should have a separate property assigned to the topology design variable.

• The optimization problem should be setup as follows:

i. Minimize mass (overhang tube and lump mass not included)

ii. The g loads should be replaced by point loads with equivalent

magnitude

iii. Displacement constraints:

➢ 5mm for load case 1 (2g downwards)

➢ 7mm for load cases 2 and 3 (1g downwards and 0.5g lateral)

• Symmetry conditions should be included

• Define minimum member size of 60mm (average tube size)
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B. Set Up 

1. Open 3d-topo-full.hm file 

2. Create a deck for 3D Topology Optimization. Go to 

Analysis>>optimization>>topology 

 

 

 

Enter “topo” in DESVAR field. Keep the type as PSOLID and select the solid Property. 

Click on Create. 

From the model browser click on the “topo” design variable and enter the following 

values. 
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3. Now create 2 Optimization Responses: 

a. Mass Response 

 

Select the solid property and click on Create. 

 

b. Total Displacement 

 

Select the hanging mass node and click create 

 

4. Now we will create Optimization Constraints for displacement for the three Load 

Steps. Go to Analysis>>optimization>>dconstraints 

 

a. For the 2g-Z load step 

Make sure to select the Load Step 
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b. For the 0.5gX-1gZ Load Step 

 

 

c. For the 0.5gY-1gZ Load Step 

 

 

5. Now we will create Objective which is to minimize the mass 

Go to Analysis>>optimization>>objective 

 

Select the mass response and click on Create 

 

 

C. Analysis 

Finally, for the Optimization go to Analysis>>OptiStruct 

 

Save the file first and then click on OptiStruct 

 

Note: The run took 49 hrs to complete on a server. Please find the .out file and .h3D 

in the package.  
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D. Post-Processing 

 

1. In HyperView, open the des.h3d file. 

2. Choose the last iteration which is 52 in our case and get the Element Density 

contour. 

  

 

This gives us a clear contour of the element density after optimization. 

 

3. Now, use the Iso panel to see the optimized structure. 
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 Use the slider to set the value as required and click on Apply. 

4. To get the final mass of the optimized structure, open the .out file from the run 

directory.  

 

5. In the .out file, go to the last iteration and check the mass. 

  

 

The final mass comes out to be 72.1 Kg as compared to 59.6 Kg from the baseline 

structure. 
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E. Points from Optimization 

• All displacements constraints are met and the mass is 72.1 kg (compared to 59.6 

kg for the baseline). But this mass considers solid members which is not realistic. 

The actual mass should be evaluated on a tubular design inspired by this 

concept. 

• The takeaway from this analysis is the location of the members (ie tubes) for this 

structure. 

• The triangular shape of this concept is significantly different from the baseline 

structure due to the availability of the center of the package space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


